Central Library Scavenger Hunt

High School Edition

The Central Library is full of interesting stuff. Can you figure out the answers to the following questions? Remember, you can ask staff members for help—that’s why they are here. In fact, you’ll finish faster and find more fun stuff if you ask!

**Teen Space Floor 1**

Where do the new teen books live?

Find the biographies in the teen space. Write down the name of a person you’d like to read about.

What gaming systems can you play on in the teen space?

If you were looking for the manga One Punch Man, how would you find it?

If you can’t find a book you want, how do you get it?

**Children’s Library Floor 1**

Who is the Children’s Pavilion named after?

What type of books live under the railroad tracks in the Children’s Library?

**Reference Floor 3**

What are books with call numbers that start with 391 about? Write down the title of one that looks interesting.

How can you tell if a book is a Reference book and what does it mean if it is a Reference book?

Who/what was on the cover of Time magazine the week you were born?

Find the Occupational Outlook Handbook (331.702 Occupati 2016-17). Look up a job and find the median pay.

How can you get research help in the middle of the night?

**Community Technology Center Floor 4**

What is the ideaLAB and when is it open?

Did you know the Community Technology Center has a recording studio? Find it!

**Western History and Genealogy Floor 5**

Her portrait is hanging on Floor 5. Our department history prize is also named after her. Who is she?

In the 1887 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Market Street has a different name. What was the name of Market Street before it was changed?